


Bauchant              Grand Marnier        Cointreau              Triple Sec                GranGala  

Orange Types      Bitter & Sweet      Bitter Only       Bitter & Sweet       Bitter Only        Sweet Only

Cognac Aging       3 Years       Less than 1 year        No Cognac       No Cognac       No Cognac 
         Neut. Grain Spirit      Neut. Grain Spirit       used (brandy)

Color            Orange            Orange             Clear            Clear             Orange

Sleek new look complements chic cocktail creations
Now unveiling the sophisticated, premium new look of Bauchant Orange Liqueur:
    - Taller, sleeker bottle enhances branding and presence on the bar.

    - Streamlined shape fits more easily in the well.

  - Clear glass bottle showcases the rich, golden hue of this fine orange liqueur.
 

About Bauchant
  Produced by Georges Fransac & Cie, makers of fine French cognacs since 1838, Bauchant is 

       a subtle, yet distinctive liqueur, blending aged cognac and extract of orange from sweet and 

       bitter oranges. In the category of triple-distilled orange flavored liqueurs, Bauchant is unique: 

       it is the only cognac-orange liqueur produced in the Cognac region. The name is French for 

      “beautiful song.” Fransac uses only VS and VSOP quality cognacs from top-ranked vineyards 

       to create Bauchant. Aging takes place in old, seasoned wood casks, creating a smooth taste.

A premium note for your most popular cocktails
  - 1.5 Million Margaritas are served in the US every day.

  - The Cosmopolitan is still one of the most popular cocktails in U.S. bars.

  - The Sidecar is a reborn classic. 

 Bauchant Margarita
1.5 oz tequila
1 oz of Bauchant
.75 oz fresh lime juice
.5 oz of simple syrup
Sugar to taste. Shake well and 
serve over ice with a salted rim.

Bauchant Cosmopolitan
1.5 oz citrus vodka
.5 oz of Bauchant
1 oz cranberry
.25 oz fresh lime juice
Shake well with cracked ice, 
strain and serve.

Bauchant Side Car
.75 oz Bauchant
.75 oz lemon juice 
1.5 oz cognac
Shake well with cracked ice, 
strain and serve.

... equally enjoyable
    when sipped, neat

Compare the quality of Bauchant to other orange-flavored liqueurs:
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